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INTERACTIVE CREATION OF CHINESE CHARACTERS 

Dennis B. Ward, Xiaoning Wang, and W . A. Davis 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a program which allows the user to construct Chinese 
characters and text using interactive graphics. Input to the system comes from a 
terminal and an acoustic tablet, and the output is displayed on a color monitor. 

Chinese characters can be built from a set of basic strokes. The program 
displays these strokes in a menu, and allows the user to select them in sequence and 
place them on the character under construction. Strokes can be placed in any position 
within the character, and a special linear stroke can also be altered in length or 
rotation angle. The order in which strokes have been added, which is important in 
Chinese characters, can be indicated by coloring the strokes in a sequence indicated 
by a series of color bars. Previously written strokes can be selected for alteration by 
indicating the stroke color or stroke type. Characters can be constructed and dispJayed 
in various sizes, with an overlayed grid being used as a guide. They can be displayed 
in a single colour to improve their appearance, and can be stored in a file for future 
retrieval. Stored characters may be used to construct Chinese text, which can also be 
stored and retrieved. 

Cette publication decrit un programme permettant a J'usager de former des 
caracteres et textes chinois en utilisant un graphisme interactif. L'entree dans le 
systeme se fait par un terminal et une tablette acoustique, et la sortie est visualisee 
sur un moniteur en couleur. 

Les caracteres chinois sont construits a partir d'un ensemble de traits de base. 
Le programme affiche les traits sur un menu, et permet a I'usager de les selectionner 
en sarie et de les placer sur le caractere en construction. Les traits peuvent etre 
places dans n'importe quelle position a J'interieur du caractere, et la longueur et J'angle 
de rotation d'un trait droit special peuvent aussi etre modifies. L'ordre d'addition des 
traits, qui est important dans les caracteres chinois, peut etre connu en colorant les 
traits dans une sequence indiquee par une serie de barres en couleur. Des traits 
traces prealabfement peuvent etre selectionnes pour modification en indiquant la couleur 
ou le type du trait Des caracteres de differentes tailles peuvent etre construits, en 
utilisant une grille guide en surimpression. lis peuvent etre visualises dans une seule 
couleur pour ameliorer leur apparence, et etre stockes sur un fichier en vue d'un 
recouvrement ulterieur. Les . c~racteres 90nserves pe}Jvent etre utilises pour realiser un 
texte chmols, qUI peut aussl etre stocke et recouvre . 
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Introduction 

The Chinese system of writing is exceedingly 
complex. More than 60,000 characters are known, 
of which some 3000 to 4000 are in general use. 
Computer processing of this vast array of 
characters is an important and serious problem, and 
there is a large literature in this area 

If the characters are viewed as individual 
entities, producing them is very difficult However if 
the component strokes are analyzed, some 
simplifying factors are found. Firstly, the vast 
majority of characters can be produced using a 
relatively small number of strokes. Secondly, the 
more complex of these strokes are fixed in size 
and orientation. 

These observations suggest that an interactive 
computer graphics system could be used to 
produce Chinese characters in a stroke oriented 
fashion, with strokes being selected from a menu. 
This paper will give a brief description of such a 
system which was developed at the University of 
Albertal . A more complete description will appear 
elsewhere (1). 

A central requirement in development of the 
system was the choice of a set of strokes. The 
set had to be sufficiently large to enable easy 
construction of characters, yet relatively small to 
reduce the complexity of the menu. The strokes 
had to be capable of being drawn quickly, and in a 
range of sizes. 

Eventually a set of twenty strokes was 
chosen, and these may be seen in the stroke menu 
at the top of Figure 1. This set is not necessarily 
optimal as t ime passed a number of other 
strokes were encountered which would make useful 
additions to the menu. The chosen set was, 
however, sufficient to produce reasonable versions 
of a large number of characters. 

As can be seen in the menu, there are 
essentially two types of str oke. All but one of the 
strokes are of the "nonlinear" type. These strokes 
are as shown in the menu, and, except for overall 
changes in scale, nonlinear strokes cannot be 
changed in size or rotated. Each of these strokes 
was created as a pattern by editing a dot matrix, 
and the dot matri x for each stroke was then 
converted to a series of horizontal lines. The table 
of strokes is read in from a fi le each t ime the 
program is run. Changes of scale are achieved by 
multiplying line end point coordinates (w hich are 
relative to a stroke center) by the scale factor, and 
interpolating to f ill lines in betw een. 

The second type of stroke (appearing at 
bottom left of the stroke menu) is the "linear" 
stroke. This stroke can be rotated 0 ; Id changed in 
length, anc is used to create any strokes which are 
not f ound in the standard set o f nonlinear strokes. 
It is drawn as a long narrow box, f illed in with 
horizontal lines. 

: This resear ch was suppor ted in part by NS!::RC 
Gr ant A 7634. 
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~ operation 

The system runs on a POP 1 1 /60 computer 
under the UNIX operating system, and is written in 
C. The display device is a NORP AK VDP. Input is 
taken primarily from an acoustic tablet, with a 
terminal being used to enter command confirmations 
and alphanumeric information. 

Actions are selected by moving a flashing 
cursor, which is overlayed on the display screen 
The acoustic tablet is mapped onto the screen, and 
the position of the cursor is controlled by the 
position of the acoustic tablet stylus. An action is 
performed when the cursor position has stabilized 
in an active portion of the screen. "Stabilization" of 
the cursor means that the variance of the cursor 
position remains small over a sequence of five 
cursor position measurements. The terminal bell is 
sounded to give some feedback each time an action 
has been selected. 

System messages are displayed in a flashing 
white overlay at the bottom of the screen. They 
are used for a number of purposes, examples 
being prompts for terminal input. error messages, 
and signals that an action has been performed. 

There are two modes of operation, 
"character" mode, in which characters are 
constructed by positioning strokes, and "text" mode, 
in which character displays are formatted. These will 
be further described in the following sections. 

Character ~ 

The screen display for character mode is 
shown in Figure 1. It is divided into four regions -
the stroke menu at the top left, the colour bars at 
top right, the work area at bottom left, and the 
command pads at the bottom right of the screen 
The purpose of each portion of the screen will be 
explained below. 

(1) Stroke menu 

This part of the character mode display 
shows the strokes which can be used to construct 
Chinese characters. If the cursor is moved into one 
of the boxes surrounding a stroke, that stroke is 
selected as the "current stroke", and can be moved 
into the character being built in the work area The 
stroke menu can also be used to reselect a 
previous ly added stroke for modification (see the 
discussion o f the "reselect" command in the 
command pad description). 

(2) W ork area 

Character con!?truction takes place in the 
w ork ar ea. but only within the template w hich 
occupies the central portion. All the rest of the 
w ork area outs ide the template is inactive. 

The template is used to help the user 
posit ion strokes accurately, and resembles an aid 
w hich is used by Chinese children w hen they are 
iearning to draw characters. The current stroke 
loverlaysd in brilliant w hite on the display) is 
positioned wi thin the template by moving the cursor 
to the desired location. W hen a new current stroke 
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is selected. the previous stroke is written into the 
character at its present position. and in the 
appropriate colour (see the discussion o f the colour 
bars below). 

l inear strokes can be manipulated with the 
aid of the CCW. CW. lONGER and SHORTR 
commands. as described in the command pad 
discussion below. Strokes may be erased with the 
ERASE command. 

(3) Command pads 

Commands are selected by moving the cursor 
into an active command pad. which is identified by 
a brown colour. There are four basic types of 
commands. which are summarized below. 

(a) current stroke manipulation commands 

CW rotates a linear stroke clockwise 
CCW rotates a linear stroke counterclockwise 
lONGER lengthens a linear stroke 
SHORTR shortens a linear stroke 
ERASE erases the current stroke. If no new current 

stroke is selected. the erasure can be reversed 
by mOving the ·····cursor back into the template -
the erased stroke will reappear at the new 
cursor position. 

RELEASE releases the current stroke. which is 
written into the character in the appropriate 
colour. 

(b) character manipulation commands 

ROTATE 90 1 80 rotates the character being 
constructed by 90 (clockwise) or 180 degrees. 
whichever is selected It only works for 
characters containing no nonlinear strokes. It is 
included in the command set because a large 
number of common Chinese characters are 
rotations of other characters. 

SCALE + increases or decreases the scale at 
which the current character is being drawn. 
There are four size levels which can be used 

SAVE saves the current character in a f ile. An 
identifying name for the character must be 
entered from the terminal. 

RETRV retrieves a character which was previously 
saved The character name is entered from the 
terminal. Any strokes which were previously in 
the template are w iped out 

REST ART erases the strokes currently in the 
template so a new character can be drawn. 
Conf irmat ion from the terminal is required. and 
is given by entering "RETURN". Hitting any other 
key aborts the command. 

(c) mode commands 

GLOBAL shifts the system over to te xt mode. It 
requires conf irmation similar to that f or 
RESTART. described above. 

QUIT halts the pr J:;ram. Conf irmation f rom the 
keyboard is required. as f or GLOBAL and 
RESTART 
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(d) flag option commands 

RESELECT ON OFF turns the reselect flag ON and 
OFF. Reselect is used to select a stroke 
already in the character to be the current 
stroke. This stroke can then be moved. 
modif ied or erased With the reselect ON. 
moving the cursor into a stroke menu box wi ll 
cause the first stroke o f that type added to 
the character to become the current stroke. if 
such a stroke exists. Leaving the cursor in that 
box w ill cause the next instance of the stroke 
to become the current stroke. The r eselect 
f lag must be turned OFF before new strokes 
can be added to the character. (See the colour 
bars discussion for another method of 
reselecting a stroke.! 

COlOR ON OFF changes the colour f lag setting. 
When the colour flag is ON. the colour bars 
are active (the default system setting). If the 
colour flag is OFF the strokes are drawn in a 
default colour. 

Figure 1 - Character mode display 

(4) Colour bars 

There are 52 colour bars. split into 4 levels 
of 13 bars each. They give the colours which are 
ass igned to str okes as they are added to the 
char~cter (assuming the colour f lag is ON). The fi rst 
colour ass igned is at the bottom lef t . and the 
assignment goes on f rom left to r ight thr ough the 
fir st level. then on to the second level. etc. The 
purpose o f :his is to identif y the order in w hich 
strokes have been added. since thi s is important in 
correct Chinese character const ruction. 

A further use o f the colour bars is in 
r es election of a str ok e to be modified. If the 
co lour f lag i ~ ON. I"'1c ving the cursor into the 
co lour bar w hose cclour corr esponds to the 
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desired stroke will make 
stroke. This method of 
generally more convenient 
flag commands. 

that stroke the current 
reselecting a stroke is 

than use of the reselect 

If the colour flag is OFF. strokes are added 
in a def ault colour. and the reselect flag command 
must be used to pick strokes for modification. 

The text mode display is shown in Figure 2. 
It has two main regions - the work area to the 
left. and the command pads on the right These are 
described in the following subsections. 

(1) Work area 

This is the area in which text is built up. 
The templa~e indicates where the next character w ill 
be positioned The template location is adjusted by 
moving the cursor within the work area. with the 
restriction that no part of the template is allowed 
to extend beyond the boundaries of the work area 

Characters can be added in various sizes, 
with the current size being indicated by the size of 
the template. One character can be selected as 
being the "current character". and can then be 
moved or replicated using commands described in 
the next subsection. The current character is 
displayed in the overlay in brilliant white. whi le 
other characters are displayed in the default color 
(typically a bright gold). 

(21 Command pads 

The text commands break into several 
classes. as described below. 

(a) character commands 

RETRIEVE prompts for the name of a character. 
which is retrieved from the character file and 
displayed at the current template position. 

SELECT selects the character currently within the 
template to be the current character 

MOVE moves the current character to the present 
template location 

COpy puts a copy of the current character at the 
present template location 

RELEASE releases the current character. which is 
written back into the display in the default 
colour. 

ERASE erases the current character. Once erased. 
the character cannot be brought back. 

SCALE + - changes the size of the template. The 
next character retrieved. moved or copied into 
the template will appear in a size 
corresponding to the template size. Two sizes 
ar e available. corresponding to the tw o smallest 
sizes in stroke mode. 

(b) text commands 

SAVE-W ORKAREA saves the current display in a 
f ile. The f ile name is entered from the 
terminal. 

RETR- W ORKAREA retrieves a display which was 
previously stored in a fil e. The file name is 
entered from the terminal. The previous work 
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area contents are lost 
RESTART clears the work area Confirmation must 

be given by hitting "RETURN" on the terminal. 
Any other keystroke will abort the command. 

(c) mode commands 

LOCAL switches the program to character mode. 
Confirmation is required from the keyboard. 
similar to RESTART. 

QUIT halts the program. Confirmation from the 
keyboard is required. 

Figure 2 - Text mode display 

~ and Conclusions 

The system is operational. and has been tried 
out by a number of people. It is quite easy to 
use. and produces Chinese characters of reasonable 
quality with a minimum of training and effort 

At present the package is used as an 
informal demonstration tool. showing what Chinese 
characters are like and how they are made. It is 
quite effective in this ro le. at least in part because 
the characters produced are quite attractive. This 
suggests that a similar approach might be used in 
connection w ith teaching Chinese. W ith a minimum 
o f training a student would be able to produce 
attractive and recognizable characters, without having 
to master the use of a brush. Stored characters 
could be used f or demonstrations of character 
construction and of Chinese text. 

Such a system could likely be deSigned f or 
2 microcomputer which has reasonable graphics 
capabilities. The algorithms used to draw strokes ar e 
r elatively simple and f ast. and secondary storaae 
r equirements f or characters and text would not be 
large. since the stroke data structures can be mad:! 
very compact. Some simpli f icat ion might be 
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necessary to reduce storage requirements, since the 
system currently uses about 64K of memory. The 
lower resolution of a personal computer screen 
would be overcome in character mode by making 
characters quite large, but would cause problems in 
text mode unless some sort of anti-aliasing 
algorithm (2) were used. 

Production of Chinese characters for use in 
computer-based printing is another possible 
application. The approach described here would likely 
find its best application in production of characters 
for inherently low-resolution output devices, such as 
dot matrix printers. Creation of truly high quality 
Chinese characters would require the addition of 
many more stroke types. This is probably not 
worthwhile, as the greatest advantage of the current 
system is its simplicity. More sophisticated 
techniques (3.4) would likely be more effective. 

We would like to thank John de Haan for 
his contributions to this work. 

(1 ) 

(2 ) 

Technical 
Department 
preparation. 
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